**SOJ Surgery** is an Open Access Journal that illustrates major contributions to the progression of surgical science and practice. The journal also features articles on the latest surgical techniques and aims to publish Scholarly Articles on advanced research in surgery and its allied fields.

The use of high-intensity light by laser surgery than standard surgical tools has shown advantages in way to less bleeding and less damage to normal tissue. Its use since their invention is mostly used to treat vision problems, showed lower risk of infection. With the advance in technology now the use of laser surgery in different medical fields has been improved. But their therapy effects may not be permanent, and is expensive and requires bulky equipment.

The special issue entitled **Laser Surgery: Complications and Advantages** outcomes converge wide range of topics but are not limited to: Clear field of view, less postoperative pain, Wavelength specific reaction, Microsurgery under a microscope, Dry field of surgery, Photodynamic therapy, photothermal therapy, Low-Level Laser Therapy

As we are in a step ahead to bring-out advancements in **Laser Surgery: Complications and Advantages** exploration to you, every other in an easy accessible way by your participation and co-operation.

**Submissions**

All kinds of papers are invited. Please refer **Author guidelines** before submission. Author benefits for these submissions will be found at **special issue page**.

Use the online **Manuscript Tracking System** to submit your papers or e-mail it to **surgery@symbiosisonline.org**

**Submissions are open from January 26, 2015**
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